
Restaurant Manager   

Course number: CA 101     Time: 8am-1:30pm 
Instructor: Chef Jesse Jones    Class Meets: M-TH  
Email: jonesj@linnbenton.edu     
Phone: 541-917-4397 
___________________________________________________________________  

 Duties: 
●  Take down daily reservations and voicemails. Enter them into the 

reservation book IN PENCIL 

● Unlock the wine cooler. Lock up every day after service 

● Oversee all setup and teardown duties of FOH and BOH 

● Perform at least two trainings with servers a week-coordinate with me on 

special ideas etc. 

● Help answer any questions regarding menu items. If you do not know what 

something is, ASK! 

● Assign sections to servers for the day 

● Take notes on servers performance, good and bad. Give them to me at the 

end of the day so I can grade accordingly 

● Take trash out everyday 

● Get till from safe by 9:30ish or once Will is done counting cash  

●  After service pull tips from tip jar and put into till (swap out small bills and 

change for bigger bills) take till back to the safe-ask Bobbie or a Chef to 

open safe 

● Run server report and clock out  
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As the Restaurant Manager, it is your responsibility to make sure the dining room 

runs smoothly. You are in charge. If we are down servers be prepared to jump in 

and take tables, help other servers with their tables, cashing out guests etc. I do 

not want to see you posted up behind the greeter stand all day. Make the rounds 

with a water pitcher, fill beverages, and check in with your servers. Talk with 

guests, make yourself known and make a connection! If you have any questions 

please ask. Please keep in mind that these servers are brand new. They are super 

insecure and nervous about serving. You know how it feels to have a second year 

boss you around. You are a mentor, not their boss.  

Uniform: 
Business professional attire. Slacks, skirts-no miniskirts. If you wear a skirt, you 

must wear tights and the skirt length must be longer than your fingers held at 

your side. Modest tops, no swooping necklines, no individual tank tops, if you 

wear a tank top, a shirt, sweater or cardigan must be worn over it, no cleavage. 

Ties, bowties, bolos are welcome. No high heels. You are not permitted to wear 

all black.  
Manager Essay Project: 
Your paper should include:  

● A brief summary of your two weeks as manager 

● What you did well and why you think you were successful 

● Where did you struggle 

● Three things you would have done differently and why 

● Talk about a time that you had to uphold the standards of the restaurant or 

hold someone accountable, what you learned from it and how it will help 

you in the future. 

● Paper should be at least one page typed and is due on the last day of your 

rotation no later than 4pm. I will accept a physical copy or an email. Make 

sure it sends! Points will be taken off if it is late.  

**There will be a mandatory kitchen clean up after all finals have been taken 
and the kitchen has been closed for the TERM.  You will be required to come in 
and participate in the clean up or your final will not be complete and you will 

not pass** 
 


